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STRATEGIC INFLUENCE
IN 2018

Internal communication makes
a measurable contribution to
executing the business strategy

People are Talking...
Categories

Not perceived as
adding value

Wrong Priorities

Competency
Gaps

Barriers

Getting leaders and other decision makers to listen
Getting leaders to see value of communication
Communication as afterthought
Selling leaders on the importance of
communication
No seat at the table; not brought in early
Lack of time
Too much on my plate
Too many channels to manage
Role is reactive versus active
Don’t understand business objectives
Lack of business knowledge
Don’t know what to measure
Lack change management skills
Don’t know business operations

2017 Poppulo Survey of 1,100 Communication Professionals

People are Talking...
“I explained to my communication team that we needed
to improve security in the warehouse—that employees
were breaking in and taking things off the shelves. Our
communication team suggested that we Medium
send a brochure
Value
to employees about the problem. I told them that people
aren’t stealing because we don’t have a brochure. I want
help identifying and eliminating root causes of the
problem. I want the communication people to think and
act like business people.”
--Operations Manager
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People are Talking...

“My criticism of our profession is that we have lost sight
that technology is a means, not an end in itself. It’s far too
easy to be seduced by its novelty and flash.
Medium
Leave that to
Value
our IT partners and concentrate on the mission of
delivering meaning and using technology, as appropriate,
to implementing our overall strategy.”
--Author of 7 books on internal communication
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People are Talking...

Because I’m the one who puts out the
corporate tweets I’m referred to as…

The Twitter Girl

What If…

…we managed
communication as an
integrated system that helps
people decide and act in
ways that improves results.

The Communication System
The Reality

SOURCES

Leaders
CONTENT

Information

Decisions

Actions

BUSINESS
RESULTS

Systems
Formal Channels

Context
Vision/Strategy
Linkage
Role
Support
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Manage the Communication System
Business/
Communication Goals

Communication
Barriers

What do we need to do Where are
to win in the
communication
marketplace?
breakdowns impeding
our ability to win?
(Breakdowns include
mixed messages, slow
moving, inaccurate and
non-existent
communication)

Communication
Strategy

What action do we
need to take to
eliminate the barriers
so we can win?

Business
Results

What operational or
financial results did we
achieve?

Manage the Communication System
FedEx Express
Business/
Communication Goals

§ Communication
assessment
§ US markets saturated
§ International routes
opening up
§ Growing the US
business was the
highest strategic
priority.
§ Increase US exports

Communication
Barriers

Communication
Strategy

Business
Results

Manage the Communication System
FedEx Express
Business/
Communication Goals

Communication
Barriers

§ US markets saturated
§ International routes
opening up
§ Growing the US
business was the
highest strategic
priority.
§ Increase US exports

§ Employees said
international
shipments were
confusing,
complicated and time
consuming.
§ Courier incentive
communicated that
speed and safety
were important—not
sales.
§ Employees didn’t
know their sales role.
§ No WIIFM
§ Sales and operations
rarely communicated
with each other.

Communication
Strategy

Business
Results

Manage the Communication System
FedEx Express
Business/
Communication Goals

Communication
Barriers

Communication
Strategy

§ US markets saturated
§ International routes
opening up
§ Growing the US
business was the
highest strategic
priority.
§ Increase US exports

§ Employees said
international
shipments were
confusing,
complicated and time
consuming.
§ Courier incentive
communicated that
speed and safety
were. important—not
sales.
§ Employees didn’t
know their sales role.
§ Sales and operations
rarely communicated
with each other.

§ Created work team
representing sales,
ops, HR, comms.
§ Explained the
competitive context
to employees
§ Modified the
incentive plan to
balance messages
around speed, safety,
and WIIFM.
§ Increased
communication about
exports among
customers.
§ Integrated
sales/operations
planning.

Business
Results

Manage the Communication System
FedEx Express
Business/
Communication Goals
§ US markets saturated
§ International routes
opening up
§ Growing the US
business was the
highest strategic
priority.
§ Increase US exports

Communication
Barriers

§ International
shipments were
confusing,
complicated and time
consuming.
§ Goals and incentives
didn’t communicate
the importance of
increasing sales.
§ Poor communication
among employees
and between
employees and
customers.
§ Poor integration
among sales and
operations.

Communication
Strategy

§ Created pilot work
team representing
sales, ops, HR,
engineering and
comms.
§ Explained the
competitive context
to employees
§ Modified the
incentive plan to
communicate
balanced messages
around speed, safety
and sales.
§ Provided couriers
with job aids and
simplified training.
§ Integrated
sales/operations.

Business
Results

90 Days
§ Generated 2,400
leads
§ Export volume up
16% in Los Angeles
§ ROI = 1,447%
§ $6.1 million in sales
in 5 locations
ROI = 1,667%

“At

FedEx we’ve always had a seat
at the table…. But when we
started creating these kinds of
outcomes, our role at the table
changed dramatically. It doesn’t
matter that you’re at the table. It
matters what you do when you’re
there.”

Scott Fiedler
Former Communication Manager
FedEx Express
© Jim Shaffer Group

People are Talking...
“Our communication people are worried about the wrong
things. I tell them about a business problem I’m having
and they trot out the same activities. They worry about
click-throughs, opens, mentions, share ofMedium
voice,
Value
awareness and retweets. I’m worried about sales and
gross margin. Where can I find communication people
who can help us improve our business?”
- SVP Marketing, Pharmaceutical
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People are Talking...
“Most internal communication departments work on ‘the
outskirts of town’. They’re worried about stuff that
doesn’t matter that much. I’m worried about financial
and operating results. They need to workMedium
with us in the
Value
‘center city,’ not on the outskirts of the business.”
--VP Operations, Manufacturing
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People are Talking...
Question during a communication assessment:
“How do you measure your publication’s effectiveness?”
Medium
Internal communication manager response:
Value
“I pass them out at the monthly management meeting,
then sit back and watch the expressions on their faces.”
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What If…

…our measures were those
that drive the business
forward instead of soft
measures that customers,
shareholders and business
leaders don’t care about.

Measure What Matters
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

What if we Stopped Measuring These?

…And Measured These?

Does not measure business performance

Measures reflect business performance

Tweets
Re-tweets
Page views
Content consumption
Readability
Channel usage
Quantity of content distributed
Timing of content delivery
Word count
Visitors to your website and internal
social media
Clicks to open videos, podcasts or email
Frequency of topics mentioned
Content popularity
Comparisons of usage this year versus
last year
Number of people who are talking about
“campaigns” on social media

§ Customer measures including net
promoter score (willingness to
recommend/revenue growth), customer
profitability and retention rate
§ Financial performance including revenue
growth, net profit margin, gross margin
ROI, cost per production hour, operating
income
§ Internal processes such as project cost
variance, order fulfillment cycle time,
handle time, process downtime, yield
loss, changeover speed, employee
turnover, gross inventory turns
§ Quality, including first pass through/first
call resolution, scrap and rework
§ Safety, including number of incidents
(recordables), first aids, total incidence
rate, near misses
§ Environmental including solid waste
reduction

Measure What Matters
ITT Corporation
Business/
Communication Goals

§Increase on-time
delivery percentages
§Stop customer shift to
competitors
§Increase revenues and
profitability.

Communication
Barriers

Communication
Strategy

Business
Results

Measure What Matters
ITT Corporation
Business/
Communication Goals

Communication
Barriers

§Increase on-time
§Slow-moving
delivery percentages
information between
§Stop customer shift to
sales and operations
competitors
§Flawed
§Increase revenues and communication
profitability.
between parts
inventory, assembly
and shipping and
receiving causes
excessive rework and
late shipments

Communication
Strategy

Business
Results

Measure What Matters
ITT Corporation
Business/
Communication Goals

Communication
Barriers

§Increase on-time
§Slow-moving
delivery percentages
information between
§Stop customer shift to
sales and operations
competitors
§Flawed
§Increase revenues and communication
profitability.
between parts
inventory, assembly
and shipping and
receiving causes
excessive rework and
late shipments

Communication
Strategy

Business
Results

§Create high
involvement team
representing affected
departments
§Identify root causes of
communication
barriers
§Working with team
and sales/operations
leaders, create and
implement a plan to
remove root causes.

3

Measure What Matters
ITT Corporation
Business/
Communication Goals

Communication
Barriers

§Increase on-time
§Slow-moving
delivery percentages
information between
§Stop customer shift to
sales and operations
competitors
§Flawed
§Increase revenues and communication
profitability.
between parts
inventory, assembly
and shipping and
receiving causes
excessive rework and
late shipments

Communication
Strategy

Business
Results

§Create high
involvement team
representing affected
departments
§Identify root causes of
communication
barriers
§Team and sales
leaders created and
implemented a plan to
remove root causes,
including
huddle/scoreboard
process.

3 Months
On-time delivery up
from 67% to 92%
Sales up 38%

“Instead of pointing to traditional
communication metrics that
business leaders don't understand
fully, it was great to be part of the
team that improved on-time
delivery and other measures
directly tied to the customer.”

Waste reduced 18%
Courtney Reynolds
Vice President Corporate Communication
Nationwide Insurance

In six months:
§ On-time delivery up 38%
§ Total cycle time down 18%
§ Productivity up 7.1%
§ Safety recordables from 13 to 0 Waste reduced 18%

People are Talking...
“Our communication people are very activity-based—not
strategy or results oriented. They worry more about
sending things out than improving business results and
creating value for our shareholders.
Medium
Value
—SVP Marketing
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People are Talking...
“The first thing our communication people do is decide
what tactic they’ll deploy—way before they think about
the root cause of the problem. I want them to start with
the result they need to create, then decide
what tactic to
Medium
Value
deploy.
—CEO, Consumer Package Goods
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What If…

…we shifted from a cost
center mentality to a value
creation mindset? What if
our work produced
important business results
and value—real ROI.

Produce Results and Value

GET LEADERS ON
BOARD

ASSESS CURRENT
STATE

BUILD A
BUSINESS CASE

IMPROVE
RESULTS

Produce Results and Value

GET LEADERS ON
BOARD

Leaders want to make their
numbers…so when our leaders saw
others getting the kinds of performance
gains we were able to help them
generate, they wanted more of the
same.”
Kristin Kelley, Vice President
Global Communications, O-I

Produce Results and Value

GET LEADERS ON
BOARD

In five months:
§ Productivity up 8.5%
§ Savings: $737,400
§ Downtime on major process
cut $216,000 per year

Produce Results and Value

GET LEADERS ON
BOARD

“I started by telling my CEO that I wanted our
function to contribute more value to the
company. He asked me to get the entire
leadership team involved. After the success of
our first project, internal communication
began to add more value and gain a
newfound respect.”
Anna Roach
Former Director, Internal Communications
Earthgrains/Sara Lee Bakery Group

Produce Results and Value

GET LEADERS ON
BOARD

In one month:
§ 18% yield improvement at a
Chicago bakery

Produce Results and Value

GET LEADERS ON
BOARD

ASSESS CURRENT
STATE

Competencies Assessment

Importance

1. Communication Process Improvement
2. Measurement
3. Outsourcing
4. Communication Technology
5. Supplier Management
6. Business/Financial Literacy Development
8. Change Management
9. Internal Alliance Building
10. Consulting/Strategic Adviser Role
11. Client Responsiveness
12. Line Partnership
13. Leadership Communication Development
Performance

Produce Results and Value

GET LEADERS ON
BOARD

ASSESS CURRENT
STATE

Four Key Competencies
Build Skills and Knowledge

How it Helps

Change Management

Communication role becomes more proactive—
from communicating about change to
communicating to change

Leadership
Consulting and Business Advisor Skills
Business and Financial Knowledge

Expanded competencies provide increased
opportunities with leaders
Able to bring a logical, fact-based, thoughtful
set of options to problems
Builds credibility as business professionals

Produce Results and Value

GET LEADERS ON
BOARD

ASSESS CURRENT
STATE

Value to Cost Assessment
Improve

$250,000

Improve

Importance

Importance

$100,000

Redeploy

Redeploy

$50,000

Redeploy

Performance

Before

$50,000

Redeploy
Performance

After

$450,000

Produce Results and Value

GET LEADERS ON
BOARD

ASSESS CURRENT
STATE

BUILD A
BUSINESS CASE

Value Proposition
A promise of value to be delivered.
The primary reason a client should buy from you.

“We need to help
the company either
make money or
save money.”
Teresa Paulsen

Produce Results and Value

GET LEADERS ON
BOARD

ASSESS CURRENT
STATE

BUILD A
BUSINESS CASE

Stop Doing This

Start or Continue Doing This

Has no clear connection to the
business strategy

Increases impact on strategy
execution

Doesn’t change how work gets
done

Creates early wins in high impact
places

Doesn’t promise sustainable
results

Strengthens leadership
communication competencies

Isn’t integrated with other
processes, activities or initiatives

Generates improved formal
channel ROI

Produce Results and Value

GET LEADERS ON
BOARD

ASSESS CURRENT
STATE

BUILD A
BUSINESS CASE

IMPROVE
RESULTS

1. Where are the best opportunities to
improve performance by better managing
the communication system?
2. What’s the size of the opportunity?
3. What are the root causes of the
underperformance?
4. What will it cost to improve?
5. Is the ROI acceptable?

Manage the
Communication
System

Bliss

Produce Results
and Value

Measure What
Matters

More Results From Work With Clients
Industries and Results
Consumer Goods
§ 35% reduction in OSHA recordables
§ 50% reduction in OSHA recordables
§ 50% reduction in rework
§ 27% reduction in turnover
§ Improved quality by 26 rating points
§ 18% reduction in waste
Global Shipping
§ 23% increase in revenues (ROI: 1,447%)
§ $6.1 million increase in revenues (ROI: 1,660%)
§ 25% reduction in freight claims paid
§ 54% reduction in truck accidents
Manufacturing
§ $1 million increase in productivity (ROI: 700%) in 5
months
§ 82% reduction in OSHA recordables
§ 11.3% increase in productivity
§ 8% cost per pound reduction
§ 14% improvement in RONA (Return on Net Assets)
§ 70% reduction in product changeover time
§ 74% reduction in product changeover time
§ $300K/year savings from process cycle time reduction

Industries and Results
Manufacturing (cont’d)
§ 18% reduction in waste
§ 80% reduction in downtime
High Tech Engineering
§ 38% increase in on time delivery
§ OSHA recordables reduction from 13 per year to 0
§ 31% reduction in total cycle time
§ 50% reduction in scrap and rework
§ On time delivery from 40-100%
§ 10% improvement in productivity
§ 30% increase in sales
§ On time delivery up from 67% to 92%
§ Total cycle time from 26 to 17
Diversified Technology
§ Billing cycle reduced 10 days
§ Reduced paper by 93%
§ 1.4 million process steps eliminated
Software Engineering
§ 10% reduction in turnover
Distribution/Logistics
§ 65% reduction in warehouse damage
§ 16% improvement in productivity
§ 63% reduction in inventory adjustments

Leadership Report

The Right Communication
Measurement is a CEO's Best
Friend

Sign up for Jim Shaffer’s popular
twice monthly Leadership Report—
a commentary on real issues facing
all leaders…
Name:___________________________________________
Position:_________________________________________
Company:________________________________________

Communication. That soft, touchy-feely stuff.
You can’t really measure it, right? Wrong!

Email address:____________________________________

We use many ways to measure organizational
effectiveness, but if there’s one best tool to
measure communication inside an
organization, it’s the value to cost assessment
(V2CA). More than one CEO has likened it to
portfolio management--managing a portfolio of
communication activities just as they would a
portfolio of companies or business units. It can
be a CEO's best friend.

Please complete the information requested above, tear this page from
the handout and give it to Jim after the session, or send your contact
information in email to annaroach@jimshaffergroup.com – subject
line: Leadership Report. For more information, go to
http://jimshaffergroup.com/category/leadership-report/.

Comments:_______________________________________

Thank you.

Stuff
Suggested Reading List
§ Foundational Works: Classics that lie at the core of leading a successful organization.
§ Strategy: The what and why of business strategy formulation and execution.
§ Leadership, People and Communication: The softer side of business. Soft is hard.
§ Transformational change and Lean Six Sigma: Core thinking, processes, tools and
techniques got managing change and large and small scale performance improvement.
§ Specific concepts and disciplines such as marketing, organizational research and creativity.

Reading List Continued
Category 1: Foundational Works
•

The Human Side of Enterprise, McGregor; The first work about our fundamental beliefs about
people-where Theory X and Y started.

•

The Practice of Management, Drucker; A Drucker foundation book on the basics of business.

Category 2: Strategy
•

Competitive Advantage and Competitive Strategy, Porter; (These are two books)
Both represent a solid grounding on business strategy, the first focusing on the difference
between low cost strategies and differentiation or value adding strategies. If you only want to
read one, read Competitive Advantage.

•

Competing for the Future, Hamel and Prahalad; Current thinking around strategy and the
competitive landscape.

•

Good to Great, Collins; As Jim Collins says, “Good is the enemy of great.” And that’s why so
many institutions only get to good--because they don’t strive to be great. Collins uses a lot of
examples of companies that successfully became great companies and how they did it.

•

The Experience Economy; Pine and Gilmore; Moving from commodity to differentiation to
selling an experience. Think Starbucks.

Reading List Continued
Category 3: Leadership, People and Communication
•

The Soft Edge, Karlgaard; One of the best arguments since In Search of Excellence for
balancing a great strategy, a hard edge (precise execution) and a soft edge (people
values)

•

The Leadership Challenge, Kouzes and Posner; Along with Warren Bennis’ On Becoming
a Leader, the best and most enduring discussion about leadership.

•

The Great Game of Business, Stack; Jack Stack is the pioneer of open book
management, the practice of creating businesses of business people.

•

Open Book Management, Case; Examples of companies that practice the concept of
open book management.

•

Why the Bottom Line Isn’t, Ulrich and Smallwood; This is one of Dave Ulrich’s better
books in that it lays out an approach to building capabilities that build value through
people.

Reading List Continued
Category 4: Transformational Change and Lean Six Sigma
•

Out of the Crisis, Deming; The guru of quality management and its principles. The
foundation of lean.

•

Lean Six Sigma, George; Combining Lean and Six Sigma in one book–what they mean
and how to apply them.

•

Leading Change, Kotter: The simplest discussion of what impedes and drives change in
organizations. The book I wished I’d written before John Kotter did.

•

The Progress Principle; Amabile and Kramer; A focus on evidence-based management
and an argument for “the big things are the little things. Superior research.

Category 5: Specific Concepts and Disciplines
•

The Balanced Scorecard, Kaplan and Norton; Translating business strategy into action by
focusing on financial, customer and people goals and action

•

Marketing Management, Kotler; A foundational textbook about marketing as practiced
by P&G and the other marketing engines.

•

Drive: The Surprising Truth About What Motivates Us, Pink; A compelling discussion
about intrinsic rewards. It’s not all about the money.

Reading List Continued
• Hard Facts, Dangerous Half-Truths & Total Nonsense, Profiting from Evidence-Based
Management, Pfeffer and Sutton; Why you should always question conventional
wisdom. A model for thinking about problems and causal relationships.
• Made to Stick, Chip and Dan Heath; How to design ideas that people will remember to
act on.
• Orbiting the Giant Hairball, MacKenzie; The best book on creativity ever written. Gordon
MacKenzie’s love and warmth are on every page.
• Creativity, Inc., Catmull; Perhaps the second best book on creativity (after Orbiting the
Giant Hairball) and an excellent book on leading people—both techies and creative who
are on the same team.
• Practice What You Preach, Maister; Excellent book on organization research and
causation between employee research scores and financial performance.

Jim Shaffer Group Workshops
“Secrets to Becoming a Strategic Adviser”
“Reinventing Communication for Results”
Corporate Communication Team Workshop
Multi-Company Workshop
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Free One Hour Consult with Jim Shaffer
How to Get Your Leadership Onboard
Create Your Value Proposition
Conduct a Value-to-Cost Analysis
Identify the Best Performance Opportunities
Jim Shaffer
410-268-7050
jimshaffer@jimshaffergroup.com
www.jimshaffergroup.com
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Most organizations are
nowhere close to getting the
most from their people. We
prove every day that it doesn’t
have to be this way.

Jim Shaffer
Jim Shaffer Group
3440 Hidden River View
Road
Annapolis, MD 21403
410-268-7050
jimshaffer@jimshaffergroup.
com
www.jimshaffergroup.com
Twitter: @jim_shaffer

